Lightweight fuzzy processes in clinical computing.
In spite of advances in computing hardware, many hospitals still have a hard time finding extra capacity in their production clinical information system to run artificial intelligence (AI) modules, for example: to support real-time drug-drug or drug-lab interactions; to track infection trends; to monitor compliance with case specific clinical guidelines; or to monitor/ control biomedical devices like an intelligent ventilator. Historically, adding AI functionality was not a major design concern when a typical clinical system is originally specified. AI technology is usually retrofitted 'on top of the old system' or 'run off line' in tandem with the old system to ensure that the routine work load would still get done (with as little impact from the AI side as possible). To compound the burden on system performance, most institutions have witnessed a long and increasing trend for intramural and extramural reporting, (e.g. the collection of data for a quality-control report in microbiology, or a meta-analysis of a suite of coronary artery bypass grafts techniques, etc.) and these place an ever-growing burden on typical the computer system's performance. We discuss a promising approach to adding extra AI processing power to a heavily-used system based on the notion 'lightweight fuzzy processing (LFP)', that is, fuzzy modules designed from the outset to impose a small computational load. A formal model for a useful subclass of fuzzy systems is defined below and is used as a framework for the automated generation of LFPs. By seeking to reduce the arithmetic complexity of the model (a hand-crafted process) and the data complexity of the model (an automated process), we show how LFPs can be generated for three sample datasets of clinical relevance.